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ABOUT WADE IN
WADE IN bridges physical geographies with the flow of the digital image. 
Organized by Eastern Edge Gallery this international artist-sharing project 
combines a series of contemporary video and new media art screenings and 
artist-orientated workshops in St. John’s, Reykjavik, Cork, Toronto, and Victoria 
(BC) throughout 2014-2015.

Participating curators include Eva Isleifsdottir (Reykjavik), Chris Clarke (Cork), 
Michelle Jacques (Victoria), Zach Pearl (Toronto), and Mary MacDonald/Jason 
Penney (St. John’s). Each of the 42 artists selected by the 5 curators will be 
shown at Eastern Edge Gallery throughout the year and re-combined, pooled, 
and organized for screenings in Canada and abroad. 

This evening’s screening SOUNDS, SPELLS, AND SONG is number 4 of 6 
planned screenings at Eastern Edge Gallery in St. John’s. Additional screenings 
at EEG and around the world, information about our upcoming professional 
development workshop series, and curator information can be found at www.
wadeinvideo.com

Theatre of the Absurd
Run time: 35 min 

According to philosophy, “the Absurd” refers to the conflict between the 
human tendency to seek inherent value and meaning in life and the human 
inability to find any. In this conflict both light and dark possibilities walk a fine 
line, sometimes trading places altogether leaving the reader or in our case the 
viewer with a strange sense of aesthetic vertigo. We teeter as Alison Young put 
it “on the verge of a representational abyss” 1. These perhaps futile attempts 
to find this meaning may leave us spinning or perhaps open up new realms of 
possibility - a little something we just hadn’t noticed before. 

In many of the works shown this evening, evoking the Absurd is a method in 
which artists employ. Breaking down traditional narrative structures, turning the 
mundane on its head, or simply taking a subject to an extreme and illogical end 
asks us to both let go of meaning while thinking more deeply than ever before. 

- Mary MacDonald        1  Young, Allison. Judging the Image: Art, Value, Law 2005. 

UPCOMING SCREENINGS 
February 18 - Formalism Refreshed, The Rooms Provincial Art Gallery, 7pm 

THANK YOU
Tonight’s screening would not be possible without the generous support of our 
public and private sponsors. Thank you to the Atlantic Canada Opportunities 
Agency, the Canada Council for the Arts, the Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador, the City of St. John’s, and the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts 
Council. A special thanks to our participating curators, Scott Courish, Eastern 
Edge Gallery’s Board of Directors, our volunteers, and our selected artists. 

Max Le Cain  Monologue (CC) 
An actress’s performance is shattered into stuttering fragments, calling on the audience’s collective 
familiarity with cinematic conventions to propose content. Maximilian Le Cain has made over eighty 
experimental films and videos. A member of the Experimental Film Society collective, he frequently 
works with sound/performance artist Vicky Langan. He collaborates with Esperanza Collado on the 
Operation Rewrite project and with Karen Power as Gorging Limpet. He is also a film programmer and 
critic. 

Brían Crotty  Wham (CC)
Wham is a 17 minute narrative film-noir satirical hybrid in an unknown time and place. At the centre of 
the film is the focus of the internal ramblings of a self-appointed shop detective. Through this inner 
conversation a number of subjects circulate, with each altercation left inclonclusive and unresolved. 
Upon meeting his intellectual match and a brief disucssion on cubist painting, violence eventually 
ensues. Based in Cork City, Ireland, Brian Crotty received a BA in Fine Art from the Crawford College 
of Art and Design in 2007 and an MFA from University of Arts London, Wimbledon School of Art in 
2009. His practice is primarily concerned with the disaggregation of mediated cinematic imagery. The 
implicit narratives created by these processes are reinforced by formal pictoral relationships which 
create a dense web of collective associations. 

Katrín Inga Jónsdóttir Hjördísardóttir  Columbus (EI)
Katrín Inga Jónsdóttir Hjördísardóttir lives and works in Reykjavík, Iceland. Her subjects often include 
the social and political landscape and ecology of the art environment in Iceland, which she funnels 
into her practice in unusual and personal ways, through various methods and mediums, such as 
writing, performance, drawing, sculpture making among other forms. Katrin graduated with an MFA 
from the School of Visual Arts in New York in 2014, a BA in art history and art theory from the University 
of Iceland in 2012 and a BFA from the Iceland Academy of the Arts in 2008. Katrin is co founder of 
Artima Gallery and Contemporary.is, a web-based media site about Icelandic art today.
  
Kathy Oke & Joe Fowler  George (JM)  
George is a short narrative about a middle-aged fish whose aspirations force him to make a difficult 
decision. The film deals with cutting loose from the comfortable and the predictable in favor of the 
new and unexpected. George has outgrown his tank. Though he maintains a close relationship to his 
owner, he has to decide whether or not to leave his fish tank and friends behind. George’s journey 
can be understood through the tough decisions we all often make about what city to live in, who 
we choose to stay with, and who we choose to leave behind. Oke and Fowler are both graduates of 
Memorial University’s BFA program at the Grenfell Campus in Corner Brook. They are currently based 
in St. John’s. 

Logi Bjarnason  Protein (EI) 
Logi Bjarnason lives and works in Frankfurt, Germany and Reykjavik, Iceland. Bjarnason studied at the 
Staatliche Hochschule fűr Bildende Kűnste from 2009-2012, the Universtiy of Iceland from 2008-2009 
and the Iceland Academy of the Arts from 2006-2008. His work Protein is primarily concerned with his 
interest in running, mapping, and iteration. Each run has a different starting point and route. The route 
itself is selected by feeling including concious and unconcious decisions making each experience 
unique.  Will the speed of the big city or the calmness of a small town be perceived in the track? 

Una Margarét  Árnadóttir  I Hate Goodbyes (EI) 
An abandoned amusement park in Berlin, which used to be a popular hangout place for citizens of 
East Germany, is the scenario of I Hate Goodbyes. Time has taken its toll on the park, which is easily 
noticeable in the work where the artist is seen running towards a large plastic dinosaur lying on its 
side, hysterically hugging and beating it as if she just came across a recently deceased friend. Una 
Margrét Árnadóttir is currently based in Iceland. She holds a BFA degree from the Photography School 
in Gothenburg and an MFA degree from Malmö Art Academy. Since graduating Una has participated 
in various exhibitions including: the Living Art Museum in Reykjavík, Malmö Konsthall, Röda Sten 
Konsthall, Galleri Arnstedt, Galleri Pictura, Skissernas Museum, CEO Gallery Malmö among others.

Curator key:    (CC) - Chris Clarke     (JM) - Jason Penney and Mary MacDonald                  
(MJ) - Michelle Jacques     (ZP) - Zach Pearl     (EI) - Eva Isleifsdottir 
*cover image courtesy of Katrín Inga Jónsdóttir Hjördísardóttir  Columbus 


